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Sorting And Filtering

The main strengths of a computer clearly lie in sorting and retrieving data. For 
such techniques to be deployed successfully, however, the data itself must have 
attributes by which it can be meaningfully ordered and filtered. A variety of 
attributes can be used for filtering and sorting data. Many entities within an HU 
can be filtered, for example, primary documents, codes, memos, and 
quotations. 

Sorting and filtering primary documents, codes, memos, and quotations can 
help you gain deeper insight into your data. 

Sorting and filtering can be accessed via the HU editor's menu or the Object 
Managers’ menus. The columns in the Object Managers’ report views may also be 
used for sorting. Some options for sorting and filtering are common to all objects, 
while others are dependent on the object’s type.

Sorting
Sorting is available via the Object Managers’ columns and the main menus of 
the HU Editor and the Managers.

Sorting In Object Managers

Sorting is conveniently available in all Object Managers via the list headers 
while in details view: clicking on a header “button” sorts the list in either 
ascending or descending order. 
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Click the header 
to sort the items. 
Click again to 
reverse the sort.
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The column used for sorting is displayed in a darker shade. The sort direction is 
visualized by an arrow in the header. In four field of the status bar, the sort 
criterion is displayed.

A double-click on the status bar’s sort field refreshes the current sort. This is a 
useful option because newly added objects are appended to the end of the list 
regardless of their correct position in the sorted sequence.

Sorting Via The Menus

The Sort menu option is available in the object menus of the HU Editor 
(Documents, Quotations, Codes, and Memos) and from the corresponding 
Manager’s menu.

The figure below shows the Sort menu for documents with the current sort 
criterion set to ID (which is also the default):
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Figure 338: Sort menu for documents

Figure 337: Sorting via the columns in object managers
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In Object Managers, the currently selected sort criterion is also displayed in the 
status bar. After new items are added to the list, refresh the sort with a double-
click on the status pane’s sort field.

Overview Of Sort Options 

The following describes the sort options in more detail. Default sort order: D = 
descending, A = ascending. 

Sort criterion Entity type Description Sort order

Name PDs, quotes, 
codes, memos

Entity name (string) A

Author PDs, quotes, 
codes, memos

Author’s name (string) A

Created PDs, quotes, 
codes, memos

Creation date - or date of 
assignment for PDs. (date/time) 

D

Modified PDs, quotes, 
codes, memos

Modification date (date/time) D

Density quotes, codes, 
memos 

Quotes, codes: number of links to 
objects of the same type

Memos: number of links to all 
associated objects (i. e., quotes, 
codes, and other memos)

A

Grounded codes, memos Number of associated quotations. A

ID PDs, quotes The system generated ID 
(number)

A

Size quotes, memos Quotations: number of 
lines/paragraphs

Memos: size 
of text 

A

Media PDs Media type (i. e., audio, image, 
rich text, text, video)

A

Quotations PDs Number of quotations for the 
primary document.

D

Usable PDs Usability of the primary document D

Origin PDs Origin of data source 
(alphabetically)

A

Location PDs Redirected path (if used) A

Start Quotes The quotations’ start position A

Type Memos Memo type (string) A

PDs Memos Number of PDs using the memo 
as their data source (if any).

A

Families PDs, codes, 
memos

By families in alphabetic order A
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Filtering
The status bar of all Object Managers displays the current filter and sort 
setting. The default filter criterion is "All". 

It is possible to combine filtering and sorting (e. g., all "free" codes sorted by 
the time of their creation).

The filter options are available in the object menus of the HU Editor 
(Documents, Quotations, Codes, and Memos) and from the corresponding 
Manager’s menu. The filter field in the status bar offers a few additional 
options like reversing or removing the filter. When a filter is active, the 
background color of the affected lists and Object Managers changes. 

The figure below shows the Filter menu for codes with the current filter set to 
All (which is also the default):

After setting a filter, the background color of the affected Object Manager and 
drop-down list changes. You can modify this color by changing the QuickInfo 
color via Windows display preferences. In the figure below, the filter is set to 
abstract codes and the QuickInfo color is set to a darker yellow (under 
Windows preferences). The default color is pale yellow and depending on your 
computer screen, it may be difficult to see.
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Figure 339: Indication of filter setting and sort order in the status bar of object managers

Figure 340: Available filters for codes
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Most operations (e. g., display, printing, export) on sets of objects include 
only the currently filtered set. For this reason, if a filter was set for 
quotations, the output of “all” quotations would be restricted to the 
quotations currently present in the Quotation Manager. Network Views are 
not affected by filter settings and display all objects at all times. The margin 
area shows only the filtered objects.

An overview of all filter options for all object types is provided below.

Overview Of Filter Options 

Option Entity type Description incrementally with

immediate feedback after

All PDs, quotes, codes, 
memos

All objects are displayed (filter off)

Pattern PDs, quotes, codes, 
memos

Objects matching the entered search 
pattern

Only today’s PDs, quotes, codes, 
memos

Objects created today

Only mine PDs, quotes, codes, 
memos

Objects created by the current user

Co-Authors PDs, quotes, codes, 
memos

Objects created by any of the selected 
co-authors

Families PDs, quotes, codes, 
memos

Objects belonging to a family

Free PDs, quotes, codes, 
memos

Objects that do no reference any 
other objects 
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Filters affect a 
number of 
procedures

Figure 341: Code Manager with active filter
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Commented PDs, quotes, codes Objects bearing a comment 

Selected PD quotes, codes, memos Objects referring or belonging to the 
currently selected primary document

PD-Memo PDs Memo used as primary document data 
sources

Text PDs Textual primary documents (plain and 
Rich Text)

Rich Text (file) PDs RTF encoded primary documents

Graphic PDs Graphical primary documents 

Audio PDs Audio primary documents

Video PDs Video primary documents

Uses Mapping PDs Redirected primary documents

Renamed Quotes Renamed quotations

Hyper-linked Quotes Quotations linked to other quotations

Selected code PD, Quotes Quotations coded with the currently 
selected code

Abstract codes Codes Codes without quotations. Less 
selective than "Free"

Current 
quotation

Codes Filters the list of codes and displays 
only those linked to the selected 
quotation(s)

Super Codes Super codes

Types Memos Memos of a certain type

Pattern Searches As Filter

Enter a GREP pattern to filter all objects with names matching this pattern.

For example, if you have used names prefixed with “ATT:” for all codes 
handling “attitudes”, the pattern “^ATT:” would filter all those codes (the 
caret character ^ anchors the search at the beginning of the name). 

Enter “\[.*\]” to filter all items containing arbitrary text in brackets.

An overview of the available GREP expressions is listed in the section “GREP
Search.”

To Reverse A Filter

Choosing Toggle Filter from the menu or double-clicking the filter field reverses 
the filter. The tilde symbol ~ indicates a negated filter in the status bar.

By reversing the codes filter ‘Abstract,’ you can display all codes that are not 
‘Abstract’. These are all codes that do have quotations associated with them. In 
the filter field you see the entry '~Abstract'.
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To Remove Or Reset Filters

To deactivate a filter 

either select FILTER: ALL from the menu, or 

double-click on the filter field while holding down the Ctrl-key, or 

select TOOLS / RESET ALL FILTERS from the main menu.

Filter By Families In The Family Managers

When double-clicking a family in any of the Family Managers, the 
corresponding objects are filtered to the members of the selected family. 
Double-click again to remove the filter.

Setting Local And Global Filters In The Managers' Side Panel

This option is described in the section “The Manager Side Panel .”
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Figure 342: Negate a filter by double clicking on the status bar

Press CTRL and 
double-click the 
filter field to 
remove a filter.


